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ABSTRACT

Thermal transport at the interface between Lennard-Jones
crystals is explored via non-equilibrium molecular dynamics
simulations. The vibrational properties of each crystal are
varied by changing the atomic mass of the crystal. By applying
a constant thermal flux across the two-crystal composite system,
a steady-state temperature gradient is established and thermal
boundary conductance at the interface between the crystals
is calculated via Fourier’s law. With the material properties
of the two crystals fixed, thermal boundary conductance can
be affected by an intermediate layer inserted between the two
crystals. It is found that when the interstitial layer atomic mass
is between those values of the crystals comprising the interface,
interfacial transport is enhanced. This layer helps bridge the
gap between the different vibrational spectra of the two materi-
als, thus enhancing thermal transport, which is maximized when
the interstitial layer atomic mass approaches the average mass
of the two fixed crystals. The degree of enhancement depends on
the vibrational mismatch between the interstitial layer and the
crystals comprising the interface, and we report an increase in
thermal boundary conductance of up to 50 %.

NOMENCLATURE
F force acting on an atom, [N]
hBD thermal boundary conductance, [W m−2 K−1]
h∗BD reduced thermal boundary conductance
k thermal conductivity, [W m−1 K−1]
kB Boltzmann’s Constant, [J K−1]
m atomic mass, [kg]
q applied heat flux across the interface, [W m−2]
RBD thermal boundary resistance, [m2 K W−1]
t time, [s]
T temperature, [K]
T ∗ reduced temperature
U potential energy, [J]
v atomic velocity, [m s−1]
ε Lennard-Jones parameter, [J]
σ Lennard-Jones parameter, [m]
ξ scaling factor implemented in NEMD
ω vibrational frequency, [Hz]
NP number of atoms in a particular slice P

Subscripts
i, j atomic indices
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INTRODUCTION
The continuing miniaturization of today’s nano- and opto-

electronic devices is introducing more interfaces per unit length
for energy carriers, i.e., phonons or electrons, to traverse. As a
result, the primary thermal resistance in many modern devices is
the Kapitza or thermal boundary resistance (RBD) at the various
interfaces within these devices. In general, resistance to thermal
flow in solids is due to the scattering of energy carriers as they
propagate through the medium. The distance between these scat-
tering events, described by the mean free path (MFP), is 10 to
100 nm at room temperature [1]. Abrupt interfaces provide yet
another site for carrier scattering. In modern nanostructured de-
vices, these interfaces are often spaced at distances smaller than
the carrier MFP, thus scattering is dictated by interfaces between
the materials and not the materials themselves. Consequently,
RBD is of ever-growing importance within the the nanoelectron-
ics and photonics industries [2].

Thermal boundary resistance was first detected at the in-
terface between a solid and superfluid helium by Kapitza [3].
This Kapitza resistance exists at solid-solid interfaces as well,
and while smaller than that at the solid-liquid interface, it is of
increasing importance as characteristic lengths continue to de-
crease. Due to the carrier scattering attributed to RBD there is an
abrupt finite temperature drop ∆T at an interface between dissim-
ilar materials when a heat flux q is applied across the interface.
This temperature drop is related to the magnitude of the flux and
RBD through the expression

q =
1

RBD
∆T = hBD∆T, (1)

where hBD is the thermal boundary conductance, or inverse of
RBD. Traditionally, hBD has been seen as a property of the mate-
rials comprising the interface: the more vibrationally dissimilar
the materials, the less conductive the interface [4–6]. However,
while acoustic or vibrational properties often dictate the mag-
nitude of hBD at interfaces between highly dissimilar materials,
the quality of the interface is important as well [7]. The effects
of interfacial structure and defects on hBD become more promi-
nent as the relative vibrational mismatch between the materials,
often summarized by the difference in Debye temperatures, be-
comes smaller. For example, Hopkins et al. [8] demonstrated
that atomic mixing and the spatial extent of the mixing region
at the interface between chromium and silicon have a significant
effect on the magnitude of hBD.

Investigating the effects of interfacial conditions on hBD
through experimental means can be difficult due to the lack of
complete control during sample fabrication processes. On the
contrary, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are capable of
quickly and systematically controlling the attributes of a material
system atom by atom. This, in combination with the fact that MD

can be used to evaluate the thermal properties of these nanoscale
systems, i.e., thermal conductivity [9, 10], thermal expansion,
laser induced melting and ablation of thin metallic films [11], and
thermal boundary conductance [12–17], make MD simulations a
powerful research tool for the investigation of thermal transport
phenomena at the nanoscale.

Two different approaches exist for determining thermal
properties of a system through the use of molecular dynamics:
the equilibrium approach via the Green-Kubo (GK) method, and
the direct method, otherwise known as non-equilibrium molec-
ular dynamics (NEMD). The first approach examines the statis-
tical fluctuations of thermal current about zero compared to the
time between these fluctuations, relating thermal conductivity to
the thermal current autocorrelation function through the Green-
Kubo expression. The non-equilibrium method parallels the ap-
proach of a typical laboratory experiment. A temperature gradi-
ent is created across the computational domain by adding energy
to one end of the domain (the hot bath) and removing the same
amount of energy from the other end of the domain (the cold
bath). Upon reaching steady-state, Fourier’s law can be applied
and thermal properties determined. While it has been shown that
these two methods do not differ for homogeneous systems [18], it
is not clear if the GK approach can be applied to heterogeneous
systems. Due to the multi-component computational domains
explored in this study, the NEMD approach was implemented.

Many previous studies have investigated hBD via MD sim-
ulations [12–17]. Pickett et al. used the GK method to inves-
tigate energy transfer across diamond lattice systems that dif-
fer only in atomic mass, and hence, vibrational properties (that
is, ω ∝ m−1/2). Using the Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential to
model the diamond-structure crystals (specifically, silicon), they
found that seemingly small differences in atomic mass can have
an impact on the vibrational coupling across the interface be-
tween the mass-mismatched crystals [12]. Maiti et al. report
one of the earliest implementations of NEMD simulations, us-
ing it to investigate the effects of local disorder on hBD at grain
boundaries in silicon [13]. Twu and Ho examined the impact
of interface imperfections, i.e., atomic mixing and the presence
of vacancies, on the Kapitza resistance using the direct NEMD
method [14]. They found that the Kapitza resistance increased
with an increase in the degree of disorder at the interface. Stevens
et al. investigated the effects of relative acoustic mismatch, lat-
tice constant mismatch, and interfacial mixing on hBD at inter-
faces in systems described by the Lennard-Jones (LJ) interatomic
potential. They found that hBD decreased with increasing acous-
tic mismatch, lattice constant mismatch had a larger impact for
interfaces comprised of acoustically matched materials, and that
controlled interfacial mixing improved transport by nearly a fac-
tor of two [15]. Lyver IV and Blaisten-Barojos also looked at
hBD between LJ crystals. The properties of the LJ crystals were
systematically varied by changing either ε, σ, or m of the atoms
comprising one of the crystals relative to the reference state [16].
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Interfaces between symmetrically strained Si and Ge, as well as
between Si and “heavy” Si, were studied both theoretically and
through the use of NEMD by Landry and McGaughey [17].

In additional to the former studies, at least one group has
looked more directly at the affect of a thin film on interfa-
cial transport via LJ crystals. Hegedus and Abramson explored
nanocomposite systems including an ultra-thin film layer com-
posed of 8 planes of atoms [19]. In their simulations, the atomic
mass, m, and LJ bond strength parameter, ε, were systematically
varied between 25% and 200 % of their respective baseline val-
ues. However, the material properties of the crystals on each
side of the thin film were identical. As a result, in the ideal
case where the thin film layer properties are set equal to those
of the surrounding system (100% of the baseline value), no in-
terface or thermal resistance exists, resulting in a maximum in
thermal conductivity. Furthermore, their study shows an inverse
parabolic dependence between the effective thermal conductivity
and the atomic mass of the thin film layer. The effective thermal
conductivity across the computational domain decreases as the
magnitude of the difference between the baseline mass and thin
film mass increases.

In this study, a novel method to enhance interfacial ther-
mal transport utilizing an interstitial layer is investigated using
NEMD. Unlike the study performed by Hegedus and Abramson,
in this study, the baseline system consists of an interface char-
acterized by a large vibrational mismatch. While the interstitial
layer is shown to broadly enhance thermal transport, the degree
of enhancement depends directly on the vibrational (phonon)
spectra of the interstitial layer, providing an avenue for tuning
of the thermal properties at the interface.

Thermal boundary conductance is calculated for a system of
two LJ crystals differing only in atomic mass to form a baseline
reference value. With the material properties of the two crys-
tals fixed, the effect of a third Lennard-Jones crystal, serving as
an interstitial layer at the interface, is explored. The vibrational
properties of the interstitial crystal are systematically varied by
changing the atomic mass of the crystal. It is generally found
that an interstitial layer will enhance the thermal conductance
of an interface so long as it’s vibrational properties fall between
those of the two crystals comprising the interface. Additionally,
our results indicate that the maximum in thermal boundary con-
ductance occurs when the interstitial layer mass approaches the
average mass of the two fixed crystals.

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
The computational domain used in this study is an FCC crys-

tal with a square cross section (equal dimensions along the x-axis
and y-axis) oriented such that the [100] direction is extended
along the z-axis. The domain was divided in half, where each
half was occupied by atoms with a different atomic mass. Inter-
actions between the atoms were described by the Lennard-Jones

Wall Bath Material A Material BInterstitial WallBath
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Figure 1. SCHEMATICS OF COMPUTATIONAL CELLS.

potential,

ULJ(ri j) = 4ε

[(
σ

ri j

)12

−
(

σ

ri j

)6
]

. (2)

The potential parameters used in this study to describe the sys-
tem were σ = 3.37 Ȧ and ε = 0.0503 eV [20]. A representative
schematic of the computational cell is shown in Fig. 1. Figure
1a represents the two-material computational cell used for deter-
mining a baseline value of hBD for a perfect (sharp) interface,
where blue spheres represent material A and red spheres repre-
sent material B. Figure 1b illustrates the three-material compu-
tational cell used to investigate the effects of an interstitial layer,
where yellow atoms belong to the interstitial layer (material C).

During the simulation, the equations of motion for the sys-
tem were integrated using the Nordsieck fifth-order predictor
corrector algorithm. Periodic boundary conditions were initially
applied in all directions and the system was equilibrated at a pre-
defined temperature and zero pressure. The pressure was main-
tained by the Berendsen barostat algorithm [21]. Once equilibra-
tion was complete, boundary conditions in the z-direction were
switched from periodic to free boundary conditions and the non-
equilibrium heating procedure was implemented. The addition
of energy to (or removal from) the baths at either end of the sim-
ulation cell was performed in a similar fashion to the procedure
outlined by Ivanov and Zhigilei for energy exchange between
electronic and lattice systems during simulations of short pulse
laser heating of metals [11]. This routine slightly changes the
forces acting on a particular atom depending on the amount of
energy to be added or removed. The total force acting on atom i
is given by

Fi,total = Fi +ξmivT
i , (3)

where mi is the mass of the atom, vT
i is the thermal velocity of the

atom, and ξ is a scaling factor. This scaling factor is expressed
as

ξ = q
1

2KT =
∆E

2∆tKT , (4)
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where ∆t is the time step used in the MD integration of the equa-
tions of motion, ∆E is the amount of energy to be added to or
removed from the bath per time step, and KT is the total ther-
mal kinetic energy of the bath. To ensure the baths were not be-
ing perturbed far from equilibrium they were sized such that the
amount of energy added or removed from the bath was less than
1% of the bath kinetic energy. In all simulations, 6 atomic planes
per bath were sufficient to satisfy this constraint. This constant-
energy approach was preferred over maintaining the baths at a
specific temperature because applied flux was exactly known and
not subject to statistical fluctuations, as is the case when baths are
maintained at constant temperatures. In order to prevent evapo-
ration of the bath atoms, rigid walls were added to the outside
edge of each bath.

During non-equilibrium heating, the system was divided
into 40 equally sized slices such that a spatial temperature profile
could be calculated along the z-axis. The temperature of each of
these slices was determined through the following relationship

3
2

NPkBTP =
NP

∑
i=1

1
2

mi
(
vT

i
)2

, (5)

where NP is the number of atoms in a particular slice P, and
kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Each slice is comprised of approxi-
mately 216 atoms. Linear least-squares fits of temperature versus
time data were made for discrete time intervals during the sim-
ulation and the slopes of these lines were used to monitor the
establishment of the steady-state regime. In all cases, the slopes
converged to values oscillating around zero (on the order of +/-
0.02), which can be attributed to a statistical noise component
introduced as the simulation iterates over each time step. As
an example, the temperatures of selected slices versus time are
shown in Figure 2, illustrating the initial heating and cooling as
well as the transition to the steady-state regime. In this and all
subsequent discussions, temperature and thermal boundary con-
ductance values are presented in reduced Lennard-Jones units in
order to simplify the comparison of results, and are expressed
using the following equations,

T ∗ = T
kB

ε
, h∗BD = hBD ∗

m0.5σ3

ε3kB
(6)

Once in the steady-state regime, time-averaged temperature
profiles were created, an example of which is shown in Figure 3.
A linear least-squares fit was performed for each half of the tem-
perature profile to calculate the slope of the temperature gradient.
The two atomic planes closest to the edge of the simulation cell
and the interface were not included in the fits. The temperature
drop at the interface was determined by extrapolating each lin-
ear fit to the geometric center of the simulation cell. From the
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Figure 2. TEMPERATURE OF SELECTED SLICES VERSUS TIME.

spatial-temperature profiles, an effective temperature drop was
determined and thermal boundary conductance at the interface
between the crystals was calculated via Eq. 1 The thermal con-
ductivities of the crystals themselves were also calculated.

To quantify temperature uncertainty in the steady state
regime, a one-sample t-test was performed at an α = 0.05 signif-
icance level to produce 95% confidence intervals for each time-
averaged temperature data point as shown in Figure 3. A sample
population consisted of 3000 temperature measurements made
via Eq. 5 corresponding to 6 nanoseconds of simulation from the
presumed onset of steady-state conditions. The standard devia-
tion of the time-averaged local temperatures was less than 0.6 %
of the average values themselves. For the sake of clarity, error
bars have therefore been omitted from Fig. 3.

BASELINE THERMAL BOUNDARY CONDUCTANCE
In order to determine the effect of an interstitial layer on hBD

at the interface between vibrationally dissimilar LJ crystals, a
baseline value must first be known. The baseline thermal bound-
ary conductance value was taken as that at the interface between
a LJ crystal with atomic mass equal to 40 amu and an “isotope”
LJ crystal with atomic mass equal to 120 amu. This large mis-
match in atomic mass results in a large mismatch in vibrational
spectrum, as frequencies of atomic vibration are inversely pro-
portional to m1/2. Under the elastic scattering approximation, a
large vibrational mismatch should result in relatively low thermal
transport across the interface, since only those lattice vibrations
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Figure 3. EXAMPLE OF TIME-AVERAGED TEMPERATURE PROFILE.

that exist at the same frequencies in each material comprising
the interface can participate in interfacial transport. Experimen-
tal data has also revealed this trend [6].

To explore the sensitivity and repeatability of the baseline re-
sults, 10 independent simulations with unique seed values were
used. The baseline value of thermal boundary conductance is cal-
culated as the mean of these 10 simulations. The resulting mean
baseline value is 0.8456 with a standard deviation of 0.0549.

EFFECT OF AN INTERSTITIAL LAYER
The effect of an interstitial layer was investigated by adding

a six unit cell thick layer in the middle of the computational cell,
as shown in Fig. 1b. The interatomic interaction in the interstitial
layer was the same as in the rest of the system, but the masses
of the atoms comprising the layer were systematically assigned
values ranging from 50 to 110 amu in 10 amu increments. The
calculated values of hBD are shown in Fig. 4 along with the base-
line measurements discussed previously. In total, 10 indepen-
dent simulations were carried out at each interstitial layer mass
value. The maximum and minimum hBD values, as indicated by
X symbols in Fig. 4, were removed from each data set in order
to prevent extreme realizations from skewing the results in light
of the relatively small sample size. Each individual triangle rep-
resents the mean and standard deviation of the data set consist-
ing of these 8 data points excluding the maximum and minimum
values. A second order polynomial curve was fit to the data to
further illuminate the trends demonstrated in these results.
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Figure 4. INTERSTITIAL LAYER RESULTS.

The fit demonstrates an inverse parabolic relation between
hBD and m, where the greatest hBD value occurs as the mass of
the interstitial layer approaches the mean value of the masses
corresponding to the two adjacent crystals (80 amu). This study
demonstrates that hBD can be increased by nearly 50% at an in-
terface characterized by a large vibrational mismatch through the
use of an interstitial layer. The increase in hBD can be attributed
to the bridging of vibrational properties in the presence of the in-
terstitial layer where the vibrational spectrum falls between those
of the adjacent crystals comprising the interface. As a result of
increased vibrational coupling at the interface, phonon scatter-
ing is reduced, increasing thermal boundary conductance in each
case examined.

CONCLUSION
Methods for tuning and enhancing thermal boundary con-

ductance are increasingly important in the design of nanoscale
devices. Using non-equilibrium molecular dynamics, it was
shown that an interstitial layer may be used to effectively bridge
the vibrational mismatch of materials at an interface, resulting in
enhanced vibrational coupling and, thus, enhanced thermal trans-
port. The vibrational properties of a six unit cell thick interstitial
layer were controlled by varying the mass of atoms in the layer.
Simulation results indicate that thermal boundary conductance
can be increased by up to 50% due to the bridging of vibrational
spectra in the presence of an interstitial layer.
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